
The new face of TraumaCad and Orthocrat—
bridging your orthopedic workflow gap.

The new OrthoWeb—
the latest innovation  
in orthopedic work-
flow using industry-
proven cloud technol-
ogy.
OrthoWeb™ is a highly secure, 
web-based environment allowing 
you to bypass the technical issues 
often encountered when mov-
ing and sharing images outside 
the clinic. Patient images are 
uploaded from the clinic to your 
OrthoWeb account, giving you 
secure access to images in order 
to template from home, the hospi-
tal, or the operating room.

Plan from anywhere.
Access everywhere.

A new way to work 
Available in a monthly subscription 
Use any internet-connected PC for unlimited access to 
your cases. No annual contracts or artificial licensing 
constraints.

Bypass technology barriers  
Access images and templates anywhere—the clinic,   
the hospital, or even at home. Use your OrthoWeb  
account in the OR to view, edit, and refine plans directly  
in TraumaCad using BrainLAB Digital Lightbox©. 

Log in to a secure web server
Your information is stored securely, and may only be  
accessed by you and authorized partners.

Extend planning beyond the clinic
With an OrthoWeb subscription, you can use  
TraumaCad  to continue planning activities from any-
where.  OrthoWeb includes complete TraumaCad  
digital templating functionality. 

Built on a cloud
Cloud technology provides the  
latest in orthopedic workflow  
innovation.  
OrthoWeb is built on the VoyantWeb™ 
platform—an innovative orthopedics platform, leverag-
ing cloud technology from providers such as Salesforce 
and Amazon. 

VoyantWeb allows you to use orthopedic planning and 
workflow tools from any internet-connected PC—no 
need to purchase and install complex and monolithic 
software—making it widely accessible and affordable 
to use.

NEW! Version 1.5

Upload images automatically 
OrthoWeb Feeder automatically uploads medical 
data to your OrthoWeb account from your digital 
x-ray system, or automatically pulls from PACS.  
Patient information is encrypted and secured.



For more details, visit 
www.voyanthealth.com

US: 866-717-0272 
UK: 0-800-404-8204

Europe: 00-800-9290-9290 
International: +972-3-929-0929

Built on industry-proven, 
cloud technology
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Keep your cases organized Improve your workflow
Form your professional community
Invite colleagues and reps to collaborate on cases with you. 
Use social-media like interfaces to track and manage the 
conversation for each case. Send your team notifications of 
surgery locations, schedules, list of implants, etc.

OR Viewer
Access OrthoWeb from the OR and view your images in a  
specially-designed surgery mode that displays large images, 
implants, and measurement details. Stop watches track 
surgery duration and activities such as tourniquets, cement 
timings, etc. 
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Sign-up for a free,  
30-day trial. Go to: 
www.orthoweb.com

The New OrthoWeb
Sign-up

online

Comprehensive tagging system 
Tag cases and items by standard medical terminology  
or your own customized tags to improve searching and 
organization.

Create your own views
OrthoWeb allows you to create custom views that match 
the way you organize and manage your cases.  For example, 
you can create schedule-based views such as “Cases for  
Today”, “Cases for Tomorrow”, etc. Select and hide data to 
help you see the most vital information the way you like. 
Save views to your account for convenient reuse. 

Keep track of account activity
Receive email notifications on account activity—when new 
cases are uploaded, when colleagues share cases, when 
reports are created, when you receive a message, and more. 


